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Customizable operator seats for on- and offshore 
application. With fully integrated controls in the 
armrests the new operator seat Commander has 
specially been developed to meet the extreme 
needs and levels of comfort required on the 
new generation of vessels. 

The special armrest consoles provide 
plentiful space for a number of 
steering controls and instruments. 
This permits relaxed maneuvering 
without any loss of comfort and control. 
Lots of individual adjustment possibilities 
meet the strongest demands of ergonomics 
for the operator. 

The custom-built armrests are designed and 
manufactured individually to include a wide range 
of equipment provided or specified by the customer. 
With four modular standard cutout sizes (M · L · XL · 
XXL) we will guide you through hundreds of possible 
combinations.

PRO
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COMMANDER XXL
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The Commander XXL is the most 
professional operator seat of the latest 
unlimited possibilities for planning and 
producing your individual command 
chair. The seat is suitable to include 
numerous control units, monitors and 
functions such as DP, autopilot, chart 
radar and conning display.

The Commmander XL represents 
the high-class-range of the new 
Cleemann operator seat. This seat 
is capable to include up to 3 control 
units. Furthermore a screen holder can 
be attached at the front face of each 
armrest.

COMMANDER XL
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COMMANDER L

The Commmander L, representing the 
mid-class range, also offers sufficient 
space for armrest casings which can 
be fitted with up to three controlling 
equipment of the customers choice. 
Screen holders can be attached at the 
front face of the armrest as well.
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The Commander M is the perfect solution 
if only one or two control units are 
requested. The holder for the controller 
will also be customized and can include a 
wide range of equipment such as joysticks, 
trackballs and smaller monitors.

COMMANDER M


